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Overview of the fourth quarter of 2019
M&A Market – Recent Trends
The Refinitiv agency, which analyses financial markets, released data for 2019 indicating a slight year-on-year
decline in the global value of mergers and acquisitions, which amounted to USD 3.9 trillion (CZK 88.3 trillion),
compared to USD 3.96 trillion in the previous year. This is the fourth highest value in the period in which such
data have been monitored.

Year-on-year decline

The year-on-year decline was caused mainly by a decline in foreign agreements, which was partially offset

of the global value
of mergers and acquisitions

by the growth of major agreements whose value was in excess of USD 10 billion. The value of foreign
acquisitions totalled USD 1.2 trillion in 2019, a 25% year-on-year decrease and the lowest value since 2013.
This decline was primarily due to stricter controls imposed by regulatory authorities and the deteriorating
geopolitical situation in the world. Overall, 21 agreements in the value of more than USD 20 billion were signed,
contributing to the highest value of major acquisitions (value greater than USD 10 billion) since 2015.
The world’s largest M&A market is by far the United States, with the value of USD 1.8 trillion, i.e. a nearly
50% share of the global market, followed at a distance by Europe and Asia with transactions in the value
of approximately USD 740 billion. The largest European market was the United Kingdom, with the value
of USD 220.6 billion, despite recording a 4% year-on-year decline. Although it suffered a 14% decline,

The United States

to USD 380.3 billion, China was the largest Asian player in the M&A market.

is the largest M&A market

In the Czech Republic, a current trend consists in rising interest in the sale of companies. According to analysts
from the consulting firm BDO, the main reason for this is the owners’ concern that, due to the slowing
economy, they will not be able to sell their companies in the future under such favourable conditions as they
can now. However, demand is relatively stable in the Czech Republic. In 2019, there was relatively low growth
of 7%-10% in executed transactions.
Sources: lidovky.cz, w4t.cz

Czech Republic – Latest Development
Announced Mergers and Acquisitions in Q4 2019
According to CzechInvest’s methodology, 263 M&A transactions were announced in the fourth quarter of 2019.
CzechInvest divides the total number of transactions into seven respective sectors based on its own research
method. CzechInvest uses Bisnode Magnusweb as a data source for generating these statistics. Due to this
fact, a time lag occurs between the announcement and the listing of a transaction. The time lag differs from
case to case.
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Ninety-seven announced

The greatest M&A activity was recorded in the real estate sector, where 97 transactions were announced.
The second largest number of mergers and acquisitions was tracked in the industrial products

transactions in the real

and services sector with 68 transactions, which was followed by the Retail, Consumer Goods

estate sector

& Entertainment sector (41 transactions). These were the three dominant sectors in the Czech M&A
market in Q4 2019.
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Selected Deals of Q4 2019
In 2020, the building society and mortgage bank Wüstenrot will be acquired by Moneta Money Bank.

Acquisition of the building
society and mortgage
bank Wüstenrot

This is based on a contract signed by representatives of both companies in December 2019. The value
of the acquisition is estimated at EUR 180.4 million (approx. CZK 4.6 billion), and will be funded with
Moneta's excess available capital. The deal is still subject to approval by the Office for the Protection
of Competition and the Czech National Bank. Moneta Money Bank expects the transaction to increase
its number of clients by roughly 350,000, deposits by 44% and its market share in the area of client
deposits and mortgages by 3%.
The German business group Rewe, which, among other things, also owns the travel agency Exim Tours,
is purchasing CK Fisher from KKCG, which belongs to Czech billionaire Karel Komárek. The two

Merger of the two biggest
travel agencies
in the Czech Republic

companies confirmed the deal at a press conference. The entire transaction must still be approved by
the Office for the Protection of Competition.
Both travel agencies rank among the market leaders with revenues of approximately CZK 6 billion
and gross profit of CZK 288 million (Exim Tours) and CZK 88 million (CK Fisher). Upon completion
of the transaction, the value of which has not been disclosed, the strongest player on the Czech travel
market will have been established.

The wealthiest Czech
is purchasing the most
watched television station
in the Czech Republic

Petr Kellner, or rather his PPF financial group, will control Nova, the most watched Czech television
station. This is according to an announcement issued by its current owner, the CME media group.
The transaction also includes stations in Slovakia, Bulgaria, Romania and Slovenia, which are part of
the same media group as Nova. The value of the deal is estimated at approximately CZK 48 billion.
A condition of the transaction is not only the approval of CME’s general meeting, but also the consent
of the European Commission to the national regulators in the countries concerned.
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Major transaction
on the business-intelligence
solutions market

A significant transaction occurred in the fourth quarter of 2019 in the field of business-intelligence
solutions and data warehouses. Holding Solitea, a leader in the market of information-system suppliers
for companies in Central and Eastern Europe, is reinforcing its position by acquiring a 100% share
in Clever Decision, spol. s.r.o.
Solitea ranks among the largest suppliers of accounting and business-information systems (ERP) in Central
Europe and the Balkans for both the commercial segment and government and non-profit organisations,
providing hundreds of thousands of small business owners with iDoklad and Minimax cloud services,
complete turnkey payroll outsourcing and successful implementation of very expansive, custom projects
on the domestic market and abroad – examples include eRecept in the Czech Republic and implementation of an information system for TULLI, the Finnish customs administration. Solitea is also one of
Microsoft’s most important partners in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. From the perspective of Clever
Decision’s customers and business partners, nothing will change following the acquisition, as the company’s
original management remains in place and its activities remain unchanged.
Coca-Cola HBC Česko a Slovensko is acquiring Toma, a producer of bottled water. The involves a sale
that the current owner (Karlovarské minerální vody, a.s.) was ordered by the Office for the Protection
of Competition to carry out in connection with its acquisition of the Czech branch of PepsiCo,

Sale of a well-known
producer of bottled water

which also includes Toma. Referring to the transaction, OPC chairman Petr Rafaj said at the time:
“The merger of competitors raised serious concerns about significant distortion of competition resulting
from the expansion of KMV’s activities in the production and wholesaling of branded unflavoured
and flavoured water and branded RTD (ready-to-drink) teas.” In addition to the Toma production
plant in Teplice nad Metují, the transaction also involves the transfer of Toma’s current employees
and existing contracts with clients and suppliers.
Sources: e15.cz, ihned.cz, novinky.cz, solitea.cz

CzechLink
CzechInvest offers the CzechLink project, which is a tool that helps to identify potential M&A targets for

CzechLink

foreign investors. Local companies wishing to participate in the CzechLink project undergo a business
evaluation and financial analysis, which enable us to efficiently match them with investors’ needs, thus
accelerating the process of identifying suitable potential acquisition targets.
In the table below, you can see an anonymised list of the companies currently registered in CzechLink,
as well as each company’s profile, legal form, equity offer, headcount, total earnings and EBITDA. If you
would like to receive more specific information about the individual companies, we will provide it to you
upon conclusion of an NDA.

CzechLink Investment Targets, 12 October 2019:
№
1

2

3

Market

Company Profile

IT Industry

Original software development, custom
software development, and resource
optimization in the financial sector
and the airline industry.

LLC

An electronics and IT company intends to
sell its sheltered workshop which focuses on
the production of parts for the automotive
industry (manual and semi-automatic
production) and luxury cosmetics packaging.

LLC

Software development for strategic
management and planning for companies.

LLC

Electronics

IT Industry

Legal Form

Equity offer
Majority
100%
Minority

Majority
100%

Majority
Minority

Headcount
19

55

24

Total Earnings (’000)

EBITDA (’000)

CZK 23,351.00

CZK 5,713.00

EUR 913.02

EUR 223.38

USD 1,067.14

USD 261.08

CZK 21,205.00

CZK 8,130.00

EUR 831.24

EUR 318.70

USD 964.83

USD 369.92

CZK 37,589.00

CZK 4,591.00

EUR 1,473.49

EUR 179.97

USD 1,710.30

USD 208.89
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CzechLink Investment Targets, 30 June 2019:
№
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Market

Company Profile

Engineering

Injection molding, chrome parts, cogwheels, ultrasonic welding, lightning
conductors, stabilization of gravel
surfaces.

Engineering

IT Industry for
Automotive

IT Industry

Metalworking

Electric
engineering

Aviation

Textile
industry

Automotive

Medical
industry

Textile
industry

Plastic
industry

Production of measuring and pumping
equipment, rotary volume gauges,
filters, separators.

Production of control and vizualisation systems for industrial automation,
which are mainly applied to assembly
lines in the automotive industry.

Software and information systems
development, EDI, ERP, WMS, CRM, MS
NAVISION, ORION

Legal Form

Equity offer

Headcount

LLC

Majority
Minority
Joint Venture

130

JSC

LLC

LLC

Production of castings of grey cast iron,
modular cast iron
and aluminium. Manufacture
of patterns, machining, painting and
heat treatment.

LLC

Cooperative production according to
customer documentation
(winding), repairs of electric motors,
sale and servicing of power tools.

LLC

"Production of ultra-light airplanes
(UL) and lightsport aircraft (LSA) and
provides supplies
for the aviation industry."

LLC

Production of home textiles, tents, halls,
shelters, fabrics, foils, covers, packaging
materials, imitation leather, membranes, civilian
and military fabrics.

LLC

Development and manufacturing of
switches, rocker switches, transfer switches, pushbuttons, connectors, cable
harnesses and lamp sockets, mainly
for automotive and electrotechnical
industry.

LLC

Production of body and limb orthoses
made from different local and external
materials, and also prosthetic aids from
neoprene for medical purposes
for the sportsmen.

LLC

Production of felt, nonwoven and filter
fabrics used in various industries as
automotive, glass and textile manufacturing.

LLC

Production of assemblies, pre-assembly
groups and assembling of headlights
for automotive.

JSC

Joint Venture

250

Majority
Minority
100%
Joint Venture

46

Joint Venture

70

Majority
Minority
100%
Joint Venture

160

Majority
100%
Joint Venture

18

Majority
Minority
100%
Joint Venture

52

Minority

401

Joint Venture
or Majority

Minority

100%

Majority
Minority
100%
Joint Venture

30

14

50

548

Total Earnings (’000)

EBITDA (’000)

CZK 174,460.00

CZK 14,743.00

EUR 6,838.83

EUR 577.93

USD 7,937.93

USD 670.81

CZK 325,025.00

CZK 61,619.00

EUR 12,740.98

EUR 2,415.46

USD 14,788.64

USD 2,803.66

CZK 69,546.00

CZK 4,532.00

EUR 2,726.20

EUR 177.65

USD 3,164.34

USD 206.21

CZK 86,398.00

CZK 122.00

EUR 3,386.80

EUR 4.78

USD 3,931.11

USD 5.55

CZK 282,121.00

CZK 19,495.00

EUR 11,059.14

EUR 764.20

USD 12,836.51

USD 887.02

CZK 10,017.00

CZK 1,035.00

EUR 392.67

EUR 40.57

USD 455.77

USD 47.09

CZK 37,427.00

CZK -158.00

EUR 1,467.14

EUR -6.19

USD 1,702.93

USD -7.19

CZK 404,186.00

CZK 19,112.00

EUR 15,844.09

EUR 749.19

USD 18,390.46

USD 869.60

CZK 21,213.00

CZK 768.00

EUR 931.55

EUR 30.11

USD 965.19

USD 34.94

CZK 9, 661.00

CZK 665.00

EUR 378.71

EUR 26.07

USD 439.51

USD 30.26

CZK 37,587.00

CZK 996.00

EUR 1,473.41

EUR 39.04

USD 1,710.21

USD 45.32

CZK 889,490.00

CZK 68,467.00

EUR 34,491.68

EUR 2,654.93

USD 38,285.42

USD 2,946.95
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CzechInvest’s Services
+

Detailed, sector-specific market intelligence and value propositions

+

Access to a broad spectrum of financial support

+

Information and advice on doing business in the Czech Republic

+

Identification of business properties and suitable sites

+

Identification of potential business partners, suppliers and acquisition targets

+

Tailored visits to the Czech Republic

+

Aftercare

All of CzechInvest’s services are free of charge.

Contact Information
CzechInvest – Investment and Business Development Agency
Stepanska 15, 120 00 Prague 2
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 296 342 798
E-mail: czechlink@czechinvest.org
www.czechinvest.org

Investment and Business Development Agency CzechInvest is a government organisation
funded by the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic
Date of issue: January 2020

